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Centralized vs Decentralized Corporate Wireless Billing

Overview

Organizations face many decisions when determining the preferred practice for wireless
organization, management and billing. One choice made by each enterprise is the method of
wireless billing - centralized or decentralized. Depending on the way in which wireless phones
have grown in popularity within an organization, as well as the types of employee profiles which
predominate (professional vs. trade) centralized, or decentralized wireless billing may have
naturally prevailed.

As organizations assess wireless management opportunities, there are various degrees of
centralization which may be implemented, each requiring its own support processes and
benefits. In general, the higher the degree of billing centralization employed, the greater the
management capabilities and attainable savings potential.

Decentralized Billing

Many organizations comprised of mainly professional workers have experienced the growth of
wireless phones through personal phone procurement. Through this scenario, billing is generally
decentralized and perhaps even the employee is personally liable for their wireless service.
Decentralized billing may be perceived as having the lowest processing cost, but the cost is
actually spread among a larger number of people with less of an ability to account for the true
processing costs. Additionally, who in the organization really wants to take on the extra
administrative task of reviewing, auditing, validating and paying a centralized invoice?

Decentralized billing can be the right solution for some organizations. For organizations which
are not focused on minimizing wireless costs or those who only allow employees to expense a
small portion of their wireless costs, may determine decentralized billing is the right solution.
Unfortunately, for organizations who maintain decentralized billing expecting employees to
"follow the company policy" and only expense portions of their wireless bill are often surprised
when they take the time to analyze the results. An S&P 500 software company recently studied
the effectiveness of its policy which limited employee wireless reimbursement to "no more than
$100 per month."

Upon analysis of expense reimbursement data, they found that the average expense
reimbursement was over $122 per month. They also determined that many employees applied 
the $100 "limit" as an "allowance," expensing the full amount even if their actual wireless charges 
were less. What are the odds that the same scenario is repeated in most larges organizations? As 
with any financial policy, unless audited and monitored regularly, abuses will occur and costs will 
climb. 
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Centralized Billing

Centralized billing provides the foundation for the greatest level of wireless management and
control. When centralized billing is provided in an electronic format, whether EDI, CD-ROM or
some other format, the ability of a manager to manipulate, evaluate and analyze billing data
from a holistic perspective provides insight that cannot be attained at with a decentralized view.

There are many benefits to centralizing wireless billing. Of no small consequence and the driving
force for many organizations is management control and cost minimization. When centrally
billed, an organization is able to fully manage all aspects of wireless billing. Most importantly,
the wireless experts are able to manage the wireless billing, rather than each individual in an
organization managing based upon their varied expertise. With most wireless carriers, the
individual user or department can continue to receive a copy of the invoice (often called a
shadow bill) so they can monitor, audit and contribute to the management of their wireless
account. Wireless billing optimization can be effective in a decentralized billing environment,
but a centralized environment provides the maximum optimization opportunity.

With several carriers, centralized billing provides the availability of additional rate plans and
billing alternatives. Additional minute sharing or sharing opportunities as well as data transfer
capabilities are made available which again facilitate management and cost minimization
techniques.

Producing and processing a single invoice is clearly more cost efficient for both the wireless
carriers as well as the enterprise customer. A Fortune 100 energy company completed a study
to identify the end-to-end cost of processing an expense reimbursement and vendor payment.
Accounting for all costs, they determined the average total processing cost was $12. While
considering they utilized over 4,000 wireless phones, they determined they were spending over
$575K annually, just processing wireless invoicing.

The business case for wireless centralization was clear. In addition to process costs reductions,
this business was able to realize significant cost reductions by working with mindWireless to
optimize wireless phone rate plans.

In Summary

Organizations interested in management and cost efficiency with wireless phones can pursue a
strategy of centralized or decentralized billing. With most carriers able to offer centralized
reporting with decentralized billing, rate plan optimization can be accomplished in either
scenario.
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Depending on the number of phones, the predominant carriers utilized and the priorities of an
organization, a strategy of centralized billing can provide the greatest level of management
control, reporting and cost minimization.

mindWireless is ready to help you decide between centralized and decentralized expense
management. Visit mindWireless.com to request a free demo or give us a call at 512-615-7600
and we’ll show you the potential savings available to your organization. Or, email us today at
bizdev@mindwireless.com and we’ll be sure to contact you. 
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